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1.
UNIFED CHEMICAL ELECTRIC
PROPULSION SYSTEM
TECHNICAL FIELD

This invention relates generally to a spacecraft propulsion
system, and particularly to a unified chemical electric propul
sion system having a single propellant used by both a chemi
cal thruster and an electrostatic or electromagnetic thruster.
10

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Spacecraft propulsion systems generally include thrusters,
which may be broadly categorized as either “chemical' or
'electric' based on the respective primary energy source.
Chemical thrusters, whether the propellant is solid or liq
uid, monopropellant or bipropellant, deliver thrust by con
Verting chemical energy stored in the propellant to kinetic
energy delivered to combustion products of the chemical
propellant. Chemical thrusters, as the term is used herein, and

15

in the claims, also include electrothermal thrusters such as

arciets, described for example in U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,485,721 and
5,819,526, that are configured to use electrical energy to
increase the temperature, and, therefore, the velocity of the
combustion products of chemical propellants.

25

ating at a specific impulse (I) higher than 500 seconds.
Electric thrusters may operate at an I of 1000-4000 seconds,

but spacecraft power constraints, at least, practically con

nitrous oxide, and water.

In another embodiment, the chemical thruster may oper

In contrast, an electric thruster, as the term is used herein,

and in the claims, converts electrical energy to propellant
kinetic energy Substantially without regard to any chemical
energy the propellant may possess. For example, an electric
thruster may operate by ionizing and accelerating a gaseous
propellant, where the propellant is a noble gas of a heavy
element, such as xenon or argon. Irrespective of the selected
propellant, a negligible amount of thrust results from energy
chemically stored in the propellant. The term electric thruster,
as used herein and in the claims, encompasses an electrostatic
thruster, an electromagnetic thruster, a Hall effect thruster, a
wakefield accelerator, and a traveling wave accelerator, for
example.
Chemical thrusters Suitable for spacecraft propulsion sys
tems may deliver relatively high thrust of 10-1000 newtons,
for example, Substantially irrespective of spacecraft power
limitations, but such thrusters are generally incapable of oper

2
high thrust accelerator and at least one electric thruster, hav
ing a plasma generator and a high specific impulse (Isp)
accelerator. The spacecraft propulsion system includes a pro
pellant Supply arrangement that stores a propellant; and at
least one propellant conditioning arrangement, disposed
between the propellant Supply arrangement and the at least
one plasma generator. The propellant condition arrangement
is configured to receive propellant from the propellant Supply
arrangement and convert the received propellant into one or
more selected chemical species in a thermodynamic phase,
the selected chemical species in the thermodynamic phase
being readily ionizable. The propellant Supply arrangement is
configured to control flow of the propellant from the propel
lant Supply arrangement to the gas generator and the propel
lant conditioning arrangement; and a first flow path connects
the propellant Supply arrangement with the gas generator, and
a second flow path connects the propellant Supply arrange
ment with the plasma generator.
In another embodiment the propellant may be of a type
selected from the group consisting of solid, liquid monopro
pellant, liquid bipropellant.
In a further embodiment, the propellant is selected from the
group consisting of hydroxylammonium nitrate (HNO),
hydrogen peroxide, ammonium dinitramide (HNO),
able to deliver at least one newton of thrust

30
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In a yet further embodiment the electric thruster may be
configured to deliver a specific impulse of at least 500 sec
onds and be of a type selected from the group consisting of a
Hall accelerator, a gridded electrostatic accelerator, a cross
field (ExB) accelerator, a pulsed plasma thruster, a pulsed
inductive thruster, a field-reversed configuration plasma
thruster, a wakefield accelerator, a traveling wave accelerator,
and an ion cyclotron resonance heater combined with a mag
netic nozzle.

In an embodiment, the gas generator may be of a type
selected from the group consisting of a catalytic device, an
electric heater, and a combustion chamber.

40

45

In another embodiment, the propellant Supply arrangement
may be configured to direct the propellant through a select
able one of the first flow path and the second flow path.
In a further embodiment, the system may also include a
power conditioning arrangement that tailors an input power
from a spacecraft electric power Supply to the requirements of

strain thrust levels to well less than one newton.

the chemical thruster and the electric thruster.

During the course of a typical spacecraft mission there are
times that a high thrust, low power thruster is desirable; at

In an embodiment, a propulsion system includes at least
one chemical thruster, at least one electric thruster, of a type
selected from the group consisting of a Hall accelerator, a
gridded electrostatic accelerator, a cross field (ExB) accelera
tor, a pulsed plasma thruster, a pulsed inductive thruster, a
field-reversed configuration plasma thruster, a wakefield
accelerator, a traveling wave accelerator, and anion cyclotron
resonance heater combined with a magnetic nozzle; and a
propellant Supply arrangement that stores a propellant. The
propellant is commonly supplied from the propellant Supply
arrangement to each of the chemical thruster and the electric

other times, however, a high I thruster is more advanta

geous. As a result, it is known, as illustrated in FIG. 1, to
provide both chemical and electric thrusters on board a single
spacecraft, each thruster assigned to a propulsion Subsystem
having its own dedicated propellants and its own dedicated
propellant Supply arrangements.

50

55

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

The present inventors have appreciated that a unified
spacecraft propulsion system having one or more chemical
thrusters and one or more electric thrusters may, advanta
geously, operate with a single, common, propellant.
Advantageously, the system offers a wide range of thrust

thruster.
60

and I, while avoiding the overhead penalty of requiring

separate, dedicated propellants and propellant Supply
arrangements for each of two types of propellants.
In an embodiment, a spacecraft propulsion system includes
at least one chemical thruster, having a gas generator and a

65

In an embodiment, the chemical thruster may include a gas
generator and a high thrust accelerator, the electric thruster,
may include a plasma generator and a high specific impulse
(Isp) accelerator. A propellant conditioning arrangement may
be disposed between the propellant Supply arrangement and
the plasma generator, configured to receive propellant from
the propellant Supply arrangement and convert the received
propellant into one or more selected chemical species in a
thermodynamic phase, the selected chemical species in the

US 9,145,216 B2
4
in manufacturing, testing and ground operation costs, (4)
fewer mission and ground operation risks and failure mecha

3
thermodynamic phase being readily ionizable. The propellant
Supply arrangement may be configured to control flow of the
propellant from the propellant Supply arrangement to the gas
generator and the propellant conditioning arrangement; and a
first flow path may connects propellant Supply arrangement
with the gas generator, and a second flow path may connect
propellant Supply arrangement with the plasma generator.

nisms.

As a result of the above mentioned benefits, more challeng
ing satellite mission objectives may be enabled by the unified
propulsion system, including, for example, multiple rapid
repositioning of telecommunication satellites in geosynchro
nous orbit, large altitude and inclination changes for obser
vation satellites in low earth orbit, debris avoidance, evasive

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
10

Features of the invention are more fully disclosed in the
following detailed description of the preferred embodiments,
reference being had to the accompanying drawings, in which:
FIG. 1 illustrates an example of chemical and electric pro
pulsion Subsystems of the prior art.
FIG. 2 illustrates a block diagram of an embodiment of a
unified chemical electric propulsion system.
Throughout the drawings, the same reference numerals and

15

each chemical thruster 230 and electric thruster 240 are illus

25

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
30

Specific exemplary embodiments of the invention will now
be described with reference to the accompanying drawings.
This invention may, however, be embodied in many different
forms, and should not be construed as limited to the embodi

ments set forth herein. Rather, these embodiments are pro
vided so that this disclosure will be thorough and complete,
and will fully convey the scope of the invention to those

35

skilled in the art.
It will be understood that when an element is referred to as

being “connected' or “coupled to another element, it can be
directly connected or coupled to the other element, or inter
vening elements may be present. Furthermore, “connected
or “coupled as used herein may include wirelessly con
nected or coupled. It will be understood that although the

40

terms “first and “second are used hereinto describe various

45

elements, these elements should not be limited by these
terms. These terms are used only to distinguish one element
from another element. Thus, for example, a first user terminal
could be termed a second user terminal, and similarly, a
second user terminal may be termed a first user terminal
without departing from the teachings of the present invention.
As used herein, the term “and/or includes any and all com

50

55
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tageously, the system offers a wide range of thrust and I,

while avoiding a need for a separate, dedicated propellant
Supply arrangements for each of two types of propellants.
Other benefits of the techniques described hereinbelow
include (1) increased payload to total vehicle mass ratio, (2)
increased payload volume and mounting space, (3) reduction

trated for sake of clarity, a spacecraft propulsion system may
have more than one of each type of device.
Propellant supply arrangement 205 may include one or
more propellant tanks, or plenums, wherein a propellant is
stored, and an arrangement of valves, regulators, filters and
other propellant management and servicing devices. The pro
pellant may be a liquid propellant, and propellant Supply
arrangement 205 may also include devices for storing and/or
regulating a pressurant, such as helium, for example. The
propellant may be a monopropellant such as hydrazine, for
example. In an embodiment, the propellant is a bipropellant,
and propellant storage arrangement 205 may include at least
two plenums, and provide separate storage for each of a fuel
and an oxidizer. In an embodiment, the propellant may be a
solid propellant. Advantageously, the propellant may be a
low-toxicity, “green” propellant, such as HAN (hydroxylam
monium nitrate, HNO), hydrogen peroxide, ADN (ammo
nium dinitramide, H.N.O.), nitrous oxide or water, for
example.
Propellant supply arrangement 205 may be configured to
provide for control and monitoring of propellant flow rates
and pressures, and provide, for example, service means for
propellant loading and propulsion system testing. Moreover,
propellant Supply arrangement 205 may provide for selection
and isolation of one or more chemical or electric thrusters.

binations of one or more of the associated listed items. The

symbol “f” is also used as a shorthand notation for “and/or.
The terms “spacecraft”, “satellite' and “vehicle' may be
used interchangeably herein, and generally refer to any orbit
ing satellite, interplanetary vehicle, or spacecraft system.
The present inventors have appreciated that a unified
spacecraft propulsion system having one or more chemical
thrusters and one or more electric thrusters may, advanta
geously, operate with a single, common, propellant. Advan

either or both of a chemical thruster 230 and an electric

thruster 240. It will be understood that, although only one

characters, unless otherwise Stated, are used to denote like

features, elements, components, or portions of the illustrated
embodiments. Moreover, while the subject invention will
now be described in detail with reference to the drawings, the
description is done in connection with the illustrative embodi
ments. It is intended that changes and modifications can be
made to the described embodiments without departing from
the true scope and spirit of the subject invention as defined by
the appended claims.

maneuvers, formation flying to enable fractionated space
vehicles, as well as more efficient interplanetary missions.
In an embodiment, referring now to FIG. 2, a propulsion
system 200 may include a common propellant Supply
arrangement 205 that may be configured to operate with

Advantageously, propellant Supply arrangement 205 is con
figured to selectably control propellant flow rate, depending
on thrust level desired, and type of thruster to be operated. For
example, when the type of thruster to be operated is electric
thruster 240, an appropriate propellant flow rate may be an
order of magnitude or more lower than a propellant flow rate
appropriate for operation of chemical thruster 230.
Propellant conditioning arrangement 215 may be config
ured to convert the common propellant into chemical species
in a thermodynamic phase that can be readily ionized to
generate a plasma in an electric thruster. In an embodiment, a
gas filtering element (not shown) may be disposed between
propellant conditioning arrangement 215 and plasma genera
tor 242. The gas filtering element may, for example, be con
figured to filter chemical species output from propellant con
ditioning arrangement 215, so that only selected species reach
plasma generator 242. Advantageously, for example, molecu
lar and/or atomic species that are most appropriate for disso
ciation and ionization, and/or plasma acceleration may be
selected.

65

Power conditioning arrangement 225 may be configured to
tailor an input power from the spacecraft electric power Sup
ply 10 to the requirements of the propulsion system. In an
embodiment, for example, input power from the spacecraft
electric power Supply may be provided at a single regulated or

US 9,145,216 B2
5
unregulated DC voltage. Electric thruster 240 and propellant
conditioning arrangement 215 may require AC and/or DC
power inputs having a variety of regulation, Voltage and cur
rent requirements. In an embodiment, power conditioning
arrangement 225 may be configured to provide an appropri
ately tailored output to electric thruster 240 propellant con
ditioning arrangement 215. In an embodiment, Valving asso
ciated with chemical thruster 230 and other components of
propulsion system 200 may require various low-voltage
power inputs, and, in an embodiment, power conditioning
arrangement 225 may also be configured to provide an appro
priate output to such components.
In an embodiment, chemical thruster 230 may consist of
gas generator 232 and high thrust accelerator 234. Gas gen
erator 232 may include, for example, a catalytic device for
decomposing a monopropellant, an electric heater, and/or a

6
that accelerates ions produced by plasma generator 242 to a
high exhaust velocity. Advantageously, accelerator 244 may
induce anion exhaust velocity of 10,000 meters per second or
greater.

Thus, a unified chemical electric propulsion system has
been disclosed.

10

What is claimed is:
15

combustion chamber wherein a fuel and oxidizer are com

busted. High thrust accelerator 234, in an embodiment, may
be a nozzle configured to receive and expand the combustion
products from gas generator 232 to produce thrust. It will be
understood that gas generator 232 and high thrust accelerator
234 may be elements of an integrated device, or separately
arranged.
In an embodiment, electric thruster 240 may consist of
plasma generator 242 and a high Isp accelerator 244. It will be
understood that plasma generator 242 and accelerator 244
may be elements of an integrated device, or separately
arranged. Electric thruster 240 may be configured, for
example, as a closed drift, electron accelerator (Hall accel
erator), a gridded electrostatic accelerator, a cross field (ExB)
accelerator, a pulsed plasma thruster, a pulsed inductive
thruster, a field-reversed configuration plasma thruster, a
wakefield accelerator, a traveling wave accelerator, or an ion
cyclotron resonance heater combined with a magnetic nozzle.
Plasma generator 242 may include, for example, an
arrangement configured to ionize chemical species received
from propellant conditioning arrangement 215. The chemical
species are anticipated to include, for example, hydrogen,
oxygen, nitrogen, carbon, and water, having an atomic mass
and ionization efficiency indicated in Table I. In an embodi
ment, plasma generator 242 may be configured to effect
molecular species dissociation on the chemical species and to
ionize atomic species. Plasma may be produced, in an
embodiment, by electron bombardment, resulting from an
electrical discharge between a cathode and an anode. In other
embodiments, a radio frequency (RF) or helicon discharge
may be employed to generate a plasma. Advantageously,
plasma generator 242 may be configured to operate efficiently
over a wide range of electric power settings and with multiple
types of propellants by, for example, tuning a magnetic field
and/or a power matching network.
Atomic Mass

Ionization

Product

(AMU)

Efficiency (eV)

H2
O2
N
HO

2.016
31.98
28.02
18.01

13.6
13.6
14.5
32.2

C

12.01

11.3

Accelerator 244 may be configured to accelerate ionized
plasma species produced by plasma generator 242. For
example, accelerator 244 may employ steady or unsteady
electric and magnetic fields, generated by electrodes, mag
nets, and/or RF antennas to produce an electromagnetic field

1. A spacecraft propulsion system comprising:
at least one chemical thruster, including a gas generator and
a high thrust accelerator, the at least one chemical
thruster configured to deliver at least 10 newtons of
thrust;

25

at least one electric thruster, including a plasma generator
and a high specific impulse (Isp) accelerator, the at least
one electric thruster being of a type selected from the
group consisting of: a Hall accelerator, a gridded elec
trostatic accelerator, a pulsed plasma thruster, a pulsed
inductive thruster, a field-reversed configuration plasma
thruster, a wakefield accelerator, a traveling wave accel
erator, and an ion cyclotron resonance heater combined
with a magnetic nozzle;
a propellant Supply arrangement that stores a propellant;
and

30

35

40

45

at least one propellant conditioning arrangement, disposed
between the propellant Supply arrangement and the at
least one electric thruster, and not between the propel
lant Supply arrangement and the at least one chemical
thruster, the propellant conditioning arrangement con
figured to receive propellant from the propellant Supply
arrangement and convert the received propellant into
one or more selected chemical species in a thermody
namic phase;
wherein the propellant Supply arrangement is configured to
selectably control flow rate of the propellant from the
propellant Supply arrangement to a selectable one of the
gas generator and the propellant conditioning arrange
ment, appropriate to a type of thruster selected to be
operated and to provide for selection and isolation of the
at least one chemical thruster and the at least one electric

thruster; and
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TABLE I
Combustion

The foregoing merely illustrates principles of the inven
tion. It will thus be appreciated that those skilled in the art will
be able to devise numerous systems and methods which,
although not explicitly shown or described herein, embody
said principles of the invention and are thus within the spirit
and Scope of the invention as defined by the following claims.
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a first flow path connects the propellant Supply arrange
ment with the gas generator, and a second flow path
connects the propellant Supply arrangement with the
plasma generator.
2. The spacecraft propulsion system of claim 1, wherein the
propellant is of a type selected from the group consisting of
Solid, liquid monopropellant, liquid bipropellant.
3. The spacecraft propulsion system of claim 1, wherein the
propellant is selected from the group consisting of hydroxy
lammonium nitrate (H4N204), hydrogen peroxide, ammo
nium dinitramide (H4N404), nitrous oxide, and water.
4. The spacecraft propulsion system of claim 1, wherein the
gas generator is of a type selected from the group consisting
of a catalytic device, an electric heater, and a combustion
chamber.
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5. The spacecraft propulsion system of claim 1, wherein the
propellant Supply arrangement is configured to direct the
propellant through a selectable one of the first flow path and
the second flow path.
6. The spacecraft propulsion system of claim 1, wherein the
system further comprises a power conditioning arrangement
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that tailors an input power from a spacecraft electric power
Supply to the requirements of the at least one chemical
thruster and the at least one electric thruster.
7. A propulsion system comprising:
at least one chemical thruster;

at least one electric thruster, of a type selected from the
group consisting of: a Hall accelerator, a gridded elec
trostatic accelerator, a pulsed plasma thruster, a pulsed
inductive thruster, a field-reversed configuration plasma
thruster, a wakefield accelerator, a traveling wave accel
erator, and an ion cyclotron resonance heater combined
with a magnetic nozzle;
a propellant Supply arrangement that stores a propellant;
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and

a propellant conditioning arrangement disposed between
the propellant Supply arrangement and the at least one
electric thruster, and not between the propellant supply
arrangement and the at least one chemical thruster, the
propellant conditioning arrangement configured to con
Vert propellant into chemical species in a thermody
namic phase; wherein
the propellant is commonly Supplied from the propellant Sup
ply arrangement to each of the at least one chemical thruster
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and the at least one electric thruster, and

the propellant Supply arrangement is configured to select
ably control flow rate of the propellant from the propel
lant Supply arrangement to a selectable one of the at least
one chemical thruster and the propellant conditioning
arrangement, appropriate to a type of thruster selected to
be operated and to provide for selection and isolation of
the at least one chemical thruster and the at least one
electric thruster.

8
8. The propulsion system of claim 7, wherein:
the at least one chemical thruster comprises a gas generator
and a high thrust accelerator;
the at least one electric thruster, comprises a plasma gen
erator and a high specific impulse (Isp) accelerator, and
a first flow path connects the propellant Supply arrange
ment with the gas generator, and a second flow path
connects the propellant Supply arrangement with the
plasma generator.
9. The propulsion system of claim8, wherein the propellant
is of a type selected from the group consisting of solid, liquid
monopropellant, liquid bipropellant.
10. The propulsion system of claim 8, wherein the propel
lant is selected from the group consisting of hydroxylammo
nium nitrate (H4N204), hydrogen peroxide, ammonium
dinitramide (H4N404), nitrous oxide, and water.
11. The propulsion system of claim 8, wherein the gas
generator is of a type selected from the group consisting of a
catalytic device, an electric heater, and a combustion cham
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12. The propulsion system of claim 8, wherein the propel
lant Supply arrangement is configured to direct the propellant
through a selectable one of the first flow path and the second
flow path.
13. The propulsion system of claim 8, wherein the system
further comprises a power conditioning arrangement that tai
lors an input power from a spacecraft electric power Supply to
the requirements of the at least one chemical thruster and the
at least one electric thruster.
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